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QUESTION 1

A BizTalk Server 2010 solution receives invoices in XML format. The solution receives only two types of files: XML files
that contain only a single invoice. The filename of these files starts with the letter S.XML files that contain multiple
invoices. The filename of these files starts with the letter M. You create a receive port with two FILE receive locations.
Both receive locations point to the same folder on the file system but each receive location has a different file mask. You
configure each receive location to pick up one type of invoice XML. You need to ensure that the single-invoice XML files
are processed as soon as possible, and the multiple-invoice XML files are only processed outside of office hours. 

What should you do? 

A. In the receive port, delete one of the receive locations. Configure the other receive location to pick up both types of
files. Set the service window to reflect the outside office hour time range. 

B. Set the service window of the receive location that picks up the multiple-invoice XML files to reflect the outside office
hour time range. Enable both receive locations. 

C. Set the schedule start date and stop date of the receive location that picks up the multiple- invoice XML files to reflect
the outside office hour time range. 

D. Set the service window of the receive location that picks up the multiple-invoice XML files to reflect the outside office
hour time range. Make sure this receive location is disabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are moving a BizTalk Server 2010 application from a development environment to a QA environment for the first
time. You export a copy of the BizTalk application and include the bindings. When importing the Microsoft Windows
Installer (MSI) file into the QA environment, you receive the following error: Failed to update binding information.
(mscorlib)Cannot update send port "LogContosoMessage". (Microsoft.BizTalk.Deployment)The following items could
not be matched up 

to hosts due to name and/or trust level mismatches:Item: \\'FILE\\' Host: \\'ContosoLogHost\\' Trust level: \\'Untrusted\\'
You need to ensure that the MSI file can be imported into the QA environment. Which artifacts should you create? 

A. a host named ContosoLogHost, a host instance that uses the default host, and a FILE receive adapter handler that
uses the ContosoLogHost host instance 

B. a BizTalk application and a FILE send adapter handler that uses the default host 

C. a host named ContosoLogHost, a host instance that uses the ContosoLogHost host, and a FILE send adapter
handler that uses the ContosoLogHost host instance 

D. a BizTalk application and a FILE send port named LogContosoMessage that uses the default host 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A company uses BizTalk Server 2010 to receive electronic orders from multiple customers. You have schemas for all
the order formats that the customers send. You need to create a business process that handles an incoming order. You
create a canonical schema that represents an order. You also create an orchestration that handles an order of the
canonical schema. 

What should you do next? 

A. Create maps from each of the customer order formats to the canonical schema. Create a receive port and location
and bind the port to the orchestration. Use the maps on the receive port. 

B. Create maps from each of the customer order formats to the canonical schema. Create a send port and bind it to the
orchestration. Use the maps on the send port. 

C. Create maps from the canonical schema to each of the customer order formats. Create a send port and bind it to the
orchestration. Use the maps on the send port. 

D. Create maps from the canonical schema to each of the customer order formats. Create a receive port and location
and bind the port to the orchestration. Use the maps on the receive port. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You change the host-level settings of a BizTalk Server 2010 group named Group1 to optimize the group for a low-
latency scenario. You install and configure another BizTalk Server 2010 group, named Group2. Both BizTalk groups use
identical hardware. You need to ensure that the same low-latency optimizations are applied to Group2 as to Group1. 

What should you do? 

A. From Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, create a backup of the BizTalk management database of Group1.
Restore this backup on Group2. 

B. From the Administration console, export all applications as Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) files from Group1.
Import the applications on Group2. 

C. From the Administration console, export the host-level settings for Group1. Import the settings on Group2. 

D. From the Administration console, export the default application as MSI file from Group1. Import the application on
Group2. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a BizTalk Server 2010 orchestration that consumes a web service located at
http://localhost/ProcessData.asmx. The orchestration contains a non-transactional scope with an exception handler that
handles any SOAP exceptions returned from the web service. The orchestration then completes successfully. After the
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orchestration completes with exceptions, you notice that the original messages posted to the web service are
suspended in the BizTalk Administration console. You need to ensure that the messages are not suspended but are
saved in an archive file on a shared server. 

What should you do? 

A. In the Administration console, modify the SOAP send port and enable routing for failed messages. Create a FILE
send port with filters ErrorReport.ErrorType==FailedMessage and
ErrorReport.OutboundTransportLocation==http://localhost/ProcessData.asmx. 

B. In Orchestration Designer, set Delivery Notification to Transmitted on the request/response port that sends the SOAP
message. Create an exception handler with exception type DeliveryFailureException. In the handler, send a copy of the
original message to a new send port that will transmit the message as a file. 

C. In the Administration console, change the send pipeline to PassThruTransmit and enable Ordered delivery in the
transport options. 

D. In Orchestration Designer, modify the SOAP exception handler to send a copy of the original message to a new send
port that will transmit the message as a file. 

Correct Answer: A 
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